
Antecedent – Tells us what is happening in the environment before the behavior was
observed
What might be triggering the behavior?
Events of triggers before the behavior occurs
Does the behavior only occur when a particular event happens immediately before?
For example, the child only tantrums when dad leaves for work

Behavior – The behavior we are interested in changing. It must be clearly defined. This should
only be in reference to the client.

Consequence – Tells us what happened in the environment immediately after the behavior
was observed

What might be maintaining the behavior or causing it to reoccur?
Does the child receive “something good” immediately following this behavior?
Did you reference a BIP to implement extinction or response interruption, did a parent do
something, did anything in the environment change, what happened IMMEDIATELY after
the client engaged in the behavior

RBT Resources: How to: ABC Data

Example 1
A: RBT said “all done music, now we have pirate game or puzzle” 
B: Client began crying fell backwards from sitting position for 1-2 minutes
C: RBT followed through with transition and began playing pirate, 3 minutes later Client put
a sword in and smiled 

A: Client Sibling accidentally turned off TV , dad put brother’s tv show back on 
B: Client started crying and saying no, no, no (5 seconds)
C: Dad continued reading animal book with client and left TV show on 

Examples of ABC Data: 

Example 2



A: Sibling was choosing a TV channel 
B: Client was downstairs and while looking at the TV, client began screaming and crying and
walked upstairs and began kicking blocks 
C: Dad said let’s pick up blocks and used model and physical prompt to guide picking up toys
then said “Yup first “kiko-TV show” then it's your show 

A: RBT gave the instruction “okay we’re all done with cars it’s time to check your schedule”
B: Client fell to the floor and began to scream “No no no no!”
C: RBT placed the behavior on extinction and continued to give the instruction to check his
schedule.

A: Parent opened door to living room play area 
B: Client ran to light switch and flicked lights on and off 4 times while smiling and squinting eyes
while looking at the lights on the ceiling 
C: RBT interrupted the response by blocking the light switch and redirected to blocks on the
ground

Example 3

Example 4

Example 5
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